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28 Gor evolved complaining (2015)
## About the NEW VOICE OF GOR

Note:  Though the NEW VOICE OF GOR is based in Olni it is not associated with the city. 
The management  accepts  no responsibility for views expressed  herein.

The proprietors reserves the right to edit articles submitted.

Any  news, articles, poems, gossip, schedules, paintings, jokes you have, please send 
them to the editor. You are looking for a free companion, a slave, an assassin? 
Advertisements are very welcome.
______________________________________________

02 EDITORAL    
 
A warm welcome to the pages of the 91th volume of the NEW VOICE OF GOR  !

Pushes some scrolls around on his desk murmuring something: I dont want to write 
"Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor 
incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud 
exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure dolor 
in reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint 
occaecat cupidatat non proident, sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt mollit anim id est 
laborum", then he decides to let the scribes sleep peacefully.

Rarius Yuroki
Editor of the NEW VOICE OF GOR  

#    (OOC) FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTION

Is the  NEW VOICE OF GOR OOC or IC?

This newspaper is available  IN CHARACTER  at message boards in several cities. But it 
has OOC parts and IC parts which can be identified although many people mix both.  We 
try to keep the two separate. But if you start a storyline based on an IC article of the NEW 
VOICE OF GOR it would be useful for a moderator to have a log where you have read the 
message ICly.

The NEW VOICE OF GOR can be true or false, propaganda or journalism like on earth. 
There is no freedom of the press on Gor. Why let the truth get in the way of a good story?!

"Goreans were not always fooled by posts on boards.
Those who control the public boards, it is said, control the city. 
But I was not sure of this. 
Goreans are not stupid. 
It is difficult to fool them more than once. They tend to remember."
(Magicians of Gor)

#   I want this clearly structured layout for my "notecard newspaper"!

Look here: http://www.headstar.com/ten/



 ______________________________________________

##   ALL OVER GOR

03   WHITE WINDS

- missing - 

04  THE HOUSE OF HOY JOB OFFERS

 BANKERS / COIN MERCHANTS REQUIRED 

Applications are invited for the post of" Banker"  and (coin) merchant  in the below listed 
cities

THE CITY OF OLNI 
CITY OF LANDA
PORT KALANA ON THE VOSK RIVER 
PORT VICTORIA

Duties will include 
Normal banking duties
Keeping of records - ledger
Exchange of coins 
checking of coins for quality 
checking for rare coins 
contracts for trade 

Apprentices accepted too.

Applications to the House of HoY (Rarius Yuroki)

05   GOREAN NEWSPAPERS (OVERVIEW)

THE NEW VOICE OF GOR (Gor wide)
Editor and Publisher: Rarius Yuroki (Yuroki Uriza), merchant 
Accountant: Wendie, scribe of HoY (Wendie Lemon)
HoY Scribe Slave: Moon (spirit7moon)
Correspondent in Olni: Teal Razor, Slave of Siri Emerald Jr.

OLNI GAZETTE
Editor: Janette Inglewood

FOREST PORT CHRONICLE
Editor: Ubara Nyurahlee Kai of Forest Port

THE TREVIAN TRIBUNE
Editor: Payton999 Robonaught



THARNA NEW TIMES SCROLL
Xtrxmx Resident  Managing Editor
Leisha Sideways  Editor
Rei Nori Editor

THE TURIAN GAZETTE
Editor-in-Chief Sophiaa Farella

THE STAR OF VONDA
THE LIGHT OF TRUTH FOR ITS CITY 
Editor unknown

ARCADIAN MESSENGER
Editor: Nephtides Resident 

THE RORUS CHRONICLE™
Editors-in-Chief: Penumbra Straaf and Tala Winterwolf

THE VOSK SPIRIT (FINA)
Editor: Janet Balfour

JAHESA CHRONICLE
Editor and Publisher: Elena Dreamscape Jahesa Head Scribe and Moana Jahesa First girl

THE LANDA HERALD
Editor: NN

THE HERLIT CRIER
Editor: Felicia Soleil

CRIMSON SCROLL
Offical Scroll of the Crimson Sword Outlaws
Editor: Commander Sian Sprie
Scribe slave editor bina (SSamantha Fride)

THE GAMES OF GOR NEWSLETTER
produced by the Kaissa Guild of Gor
Editor: shani (littleredhead Resident), slave of Master Jonathan Crane, Sword of Ko-Ro-Ba 
______________________________________________

##  GOREAN CITIES
_______________________

06   PORT OF OLNI

THE SLAVE'S CORNER
A satiric look at life on this wonderful planet of Gor

By Teal Razor ~  Slave to Siri Emerald Jr. Captain Port Olni Scarlet's

MY PET PEEVE



By Teal Razor

 I search for material all week. Flushing out interesting facts and stories that can be twisted 
to reflect the prevaricating nature of my column can be a hard job.  If this material can be 
enhanced with egregious hyperbole…I will no doubt use it.   

This week I was torn.  A few people had suggested topics that I could  write about.  As 
soon as these lovely townsfolk suggested various newsworthy stories, I knew they had 
never read this column.  I mean if they wanted me to spread the news about the birth of 
their Kurii litter…I don't think they would like my insinuations of the best way to kill those 
frightening looking half Gorean half Kur beasts.  I mean really, any woman mating with a 
Kurii who possesses the IQ of a bosk needs some serious medication and a chastity belt.   
Instead of making enemies by doing a hatchet job on their sad lives, I am choosing to write 
about a pet peeve of mine.

I have been witness to classes that free children attend to sharpen their wits.   I remember 
a group of older students who were being taught the construction of the age old 
communication instrument called THE MEMO.  The instructor gave a simple lecture on the 
composition of this communiqué.  I put quill to scroll and took notes.  I will share these with 
you.   In case you have ADD (Anxious Dread of  Death syndrome) I will mention again, I 
am writing about a pet peeve.

Memorandums are by definition a note.   So in that spirit, we should not be passing any 
more cryptic notes to each other and I am thinking specifically about the Notices Section of 
that Port Olni great scroll, THE OLNI-ALL.  If you are Black Caste I would say you may 
pass all the cryptic notices you need to… don't let me deter you from your pathetic 
attempts at composing a memo in grammatically correct Gorean.  But I digress…..

Here are the rules for memorandum construction as reflected in my scroll notes.  First, a 
memo is a note and as such is short.  It is not a epic poem. Thankfully the type setters at 
the OLNI-ALL will only set so much type for the printing press (lazy lot).  This makes the 
memos in the Notices Section short by default.   Second, in order for a memo to 
communicate properly it must contain correct information.  One can then head off at the 
pass, any head cocking at the impossibility of the dates mentioned inside the memo, as in, 
we are announcing a class that took place last week if anyone is interested.   Interested in 
what?  Getting in a time machine and going back a week in your life to take the said class.  
I don't even think the Priest Kings can do that.   Third, now that we have a short accurate 
piece of information to communicate we follow the simple rules of who, what, when, where, 
why.  For example~this memo in the notices is to all of the citizens of Port Olni and 
scattered friends, family and former lovers, Teal Razor wants to tell you that there will be a 
party, the party will be on Sunday, December 8, 2013 (in actuality I would put Gorean time 
with a translation), the party will start at 11AM SLT until the Town meeting at 4PM SLT, the 
party will be at my Master's house, map included in the attachment.

From the pertinent facts you can go on to say, this is an OOC event, come in your nicest 
Sunday-go-to-meeting clothes.  The Paga and Mead will be flowing for all.  Cake, fruit, and 
other sweet meats will be served.  There will be music and dancing with a DJ.  

Mmmmm…after composing this memo for a party that is fake….I am thinking of making it 
a real Par-Tay.  Well I will work on my memo and you work on your memos in the future.  
Remember the 5 double-u's or dubbaya's, WHO, WHAT, WHEN, WHERE, WHY.  Bless 
you…..



ANSWER TO MY QUESTION
By Teal Razor

Last week I wondered aloud what happens to warriors or freemen when they are captured. 
I was informed by a panther, who came into Port Olni disguised as a freewoman, that 
when  a warrior or freeman is captured and that male displays mastery of the Gorean 
language, has good looks and kissable lips, they are tied to a post.  What happens  after 
that is a series of molestations, fornications and makeout sessions that last into the night 
and that's just what the captured man is forced to do to the panther population of that 
village.  It was an eye opening piece of info.  You go girls  !!!!!

OLNI GAZETTE
Latest Issue No. 43
Editor: Janette Inglewood

________________________

07   TARNWALD

TOWN-CRIERS CRYING ABOUT SLAVES

The town-criers take to the streets with news that by order of the lawmen in Tarnwald and 
obvious  diligent support of the Praetor Anarch that the following is to be officially declared:

"All slaves not officially registered with the city of Tarnwald will be seized as property of of 
Tarnwald.  Any new slave not registered within 2 hands of her being owned by a citizen of 
Tarnwald is subject to seizure!"

Many city-guards stood around with a huge grin thinking of all the beasts they might be 
raping soon.

GREAT CROWD GATHERS AROUND THE HERO

Last eve the streets seemed to have been busier then usually when The Kur slaying Hero 
of Tarnwald rode in on his thalarion to address the people of Tarnwald. It appears that he 
has ambitions reaching far beyond those of a common warrior.

DECLARATION OF THE HERO OF TARNWALD:

[15:45] Avhir Allegiere (avhishisata) stared at the luke-warm reactions of all who stood 
around to his request to support him in his petition to the High Council to be appointed as 
Administrator. He noted only the gesture and look of the one woman as he kept pulling on 
the reins of the tharlarion to keep the savage and restless beast under control: "This is no 
longer the age of questionable corrupt rule by a High Council republic, but it it's time for 
proper leadership of an Administrator!" - He said, as if there was some dirt to be found on 
the High Council and it's members: "Gold and titles for all who actively support me in the 
role of Administrator. Also free paga or wine for all who stand outside here and cheer my 



name!" - he said, seeing at least a few desperate citizens cheering him on now.

SPEECH BY THE HERO OF TARNWALD FOR THE FUTURE OF TARNWALD:

[15:59] Avhir Allegiere (avhishisata) saw at least some cheer him on and seemingly glad 
that the supposed hero had desire to be made administrator, perhaps they assumed that 
as leader of the city-state he too would be heroic and lead them all to golden years of 
prosperity and wealth. "Free paga and wine for all these men here!" - he shouted in the 
direction of the inn, while pulling another pouch of gold from his belt, depleting further the 
treasuries of his family. He threw it in the direction of the slave-girls that served in the Inn 
as he ordered them to start handing out free wine and paga toall who were present: "Yes! 
I've traveled the lands and listened closely to all the elders of the village and the proud 
strong blacksmiths and workmen who facelessly walk through the streets every day but 
never are heard by the High Council! It is time we let our veterans pipe in and change the 
future for the best... Men such as the Warriors out here who risk their lives every day but 
rarely have their voice heard by the rulers! Such will all change ! I'll be the Administrator of 
the people, for the people!" - he proclaimed as his tharlarion circled around, but Avhir kept 
staring at them. He only had caught brief word of the conversations outside before he 
made his promises: "No more problems with presumed missing Magistrates who 
cooperate with the Black Caste! No more slavers who get wounded while they innocently 
do their work in the streets!" - Randal's question obviously was an important one, but he 
had well already spend big parts of the fortune of the Allegiere treasuries, money his 
younger brother had gathered over the years: "My family is wealthy... and obviously we 
shall send out more raiding parties and restructure our military to have our tarnsmen better 
equipped and better paid so they can return with more loot and bounty!"

[16:11] Avhir Allegiere (avhishisata) nodded at them all: "Yes, ofcourse Warriors!" - he tried 
to pretend really hard that he was listening to their suggestions: "You say what I was 
thinking!" - he explained: "I'll see our tarnsmen and Warriors equipped with the finest steel 
and toughest armor in the lands! The proud men of Tarnwald deserve such!" - he declared, 
"But first the High Council must accept my petition! I'm sure they will, for when have the 
people ever had the chance to be lead by a man who looked a Kur in the eyes and had 
slain one of their ships! Kur would fear our city, lest they think all our Warriors so brave to 
defeat their steel ships and armies! The Priest-Kings will bless us and recognize us as the 
most glorious city of all!" - he declared, before he rode away, having much more citizens to 
convince about his campaing. He left them to feast on the free wine and paga that the inn 
slaves would serve.

BIRDS FOR SALE

[18:17] poem (disney.huntress) goes sneaking over to the birds on sale and decided, since 
she was a slave with way too much time on her hands, that she would teach them to 
speak! Not just anything though, she wanted them to spread the word on behalf of a 
Master "Ubar of Thentis has a small cock. Ubar of Thentis has a small cock. Ubar of 
Thentis has a small cock" she repeats over and over again and when people pass too 
close by, she just smiles and bats her lashes then makes like she was just checking out 
the pretty colours.

�



________________________

08     PORT OF VICTORIA

PORT OF VICTORIA WILL HAVE ITS OWN NEWSPAPER

I am very proud to announce that we have a name for our own newspaper, all the votes 
went to one, so how could we go wrong....drum rolllll "JEWEL OF VICTORIA" I would like 
to thank all that gave me note cards with well thought out names, now the real work starts, 
""Rubs her hands together" I need the day to day goings on here at Victoria, so role play 
and info, part of this newspaper will be posted in the NEW VOICE OF GOR each week.

Thanking you all
Lady Lilli

________________________

09    SELNAR

by Anonymous

These were rumors, we heard in Selnar, very strange, almost like a revolution, or to grab 
the the Ubar of Tarnward.

One Warrior taking to another in hushed tones about the high republic falling and making 
room for their hero, to take the throne of Ubar.  He sounds like he is looking for men, who 
wants to share the spoils of Tarnwald.

The other Tarnwald warrior, looking at him, nodding, saying we are looking for political 
help.  He is talking about the High Initiates and the captain of the Tarnwald, and warriors, 
having the support off, and offering, spoils of Tarnwald to Selnar.  There was some talk on 
the Taurentian Guard, and the laws, but as the men moved away, there voices became 
hushed.
________________________

10    VENNA

NEW HOY BANK IN VENNA

May I introduce myself, Lady Vikki, banker, and the House of Yuroki Bank ( HoY), Shortly, 
we hope, with the co-operation of your High Council, to begin issuing and changing coins, 
and considering loans and bills of exchange. 

As the System is still being discussed, I am unable as yet, to supply details. But it is hoped 
that this addition to the city will enhance your life here in Venna, and any cities with which 
the HoY has links.

I look forward to your business at the bank which is situated across the square from the 
main gate. All transactions will, of course be held in confidence.

Lady Vicky, HoY banker in Venna



________________________

11    MIDGAARD

GLORY TO MIDGAARS

Winners of the Tournament of Blades 25 January, 2013

First: Trent Scorpio of Midgaard
Second: Zane Kanze
Third: Paladin Falconer
Fourth: Nathan Zetkin
Battle Royale: Paladin Falconer

If you see these men, congratulate them for their skill and credit they bring to their 
homestones. Thanks to all the fighters who came and shed blood on our sands.

________________________

12  FOREST PORT

RANDOM POLL - SHOUDL WOMAN TRAVEL ALONE?

Read more to find out what the public thought! 

Blue, it was brought to my attention has some explaining to do. Upon some over hearing of 
some conversations it was said that the man also believes that free woman should travel 
alone due to him not being their guardian whilst traveling around to other places. I would 
like to point out that Blue has a point. Free woman should not be complaining and begging 
our red caste or men to leave the home when war is at hand for their own selfish needs. 
Somethings can wait, the men are needed at the front line, not in other business that 
makes them unavailable to the ones counting on their strength. 

FOREST PORT CHRONICLE
Editor: Ubara Nyurahlee Kai of Forest Port
Latest Issue vol. 6, No. 21

_______________________

13    ARCADIA | SHIGA

NEW NORTHERN TRADE ALLIANCE

The Jarldom of Arcadia signed a treaty of alliance with the trade village of Rindrdalr. Our 
friends from Rindrdalr have been granted brotherly trade conditions. Following the 
unsuccessful try to make contact with the High Jarl´s house at Kassau, the Jarl´s Office 
has announced that it will put some effort into a local Thing meeting of Jarls to discuss the 
current situation and üerspectives of treaties and alliances among the Jarldoms.



ARCADIAN MESSENGER
Editor: Nephtides Resident 
_______________________

14   TURIA

URGENT NEWS!

The City Crier calls out.....
Thentis has attacked for black wine beans this day:
- The City of Turia
- Island of Jahesa
- City of Vonda 

MUTTERINGS FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK

Other mutterings from within the walls have brought a slight frown to crease the brow 
behind these veils, as it would seem that the heat of the summer has frayed some tempers 
and nerves and the motto of our great city was forgotten for a brief time.  News from out of 
the kennels is that the head slaver has fled the city ... could it be that he is on the run from 
some BC; perhaps the rennel infestation scared him or was it the cure that is now being 
reported from the infirmary (more of that a bit later) ... shrugs ... who knows, all this 
reporter knows for sure is that the head slaver left under a cloud of dust and equally as 
mysteriously, taking his family with him to an unknown destination.  As a result our 
wonderful Regent and Head Merchant have taken over the tarn straps of the kennels and 
will keep them in order until a new head slaver can be appointed.

THE TURIAN GAZETTE
Editor:  lady W. and Wascal Destiny, Property of Bounty Silversmith 

________________________

15 THE REST

No news or new issues at the moment from  LANDA (LANDA HERALD, TREVE (THE 
TREVIAN TRIBUNE),  THARNA (THARNA NEW TIMES SCROLL),  CRIMSON SCROLL 
(Offical Scroll of the Crimson Sword Outlaws),   RORUS (THE RORUS CHRONICLE™), 
JAHESA (JAHESA CHRONICLE),  THE SOARING HERLIT (THE HERLIT CRIER),  
VONDA (THE STAR OF VONDA - THE LIGHT OF TRUTH FOR ITS CITY),  FINA (THE 
VOSK SPIRIT ).
_________________________________________

##   GAMES

16  CITY OF VIGO

KAISSA Tournament in City of Vigo

Starting Feb 4th
We are going once more to the City of Vigo, this time for a Kaissa Tournament, the 



hospitality is great and the people friendly , so come join us and sign up today. Play with 
friends and discuss the games....explore the city..
1st Place Prize : $5,000L
2nd Place Prize : $2,500L
3rd Place Prize : $1,000L
To Sign up contact Astary Pendragon - Directed by Kaissa Guild of Gor

17 GAMES OF GOR

Produced by the Kaissa Guild of Gor

The guild is bustling with energy and excitement as we continue on at Oasis of Sand Sleen 
with the Kaissa getting closer to the final.

The Zar in Port Olni is racing ahead, with a record 32 players there is multiple matches 
being played each day with impressive results.

_________________________________________

##    TRADE

18     TRUE SOUTHERN TRADE ALLIANCE

The True Southern Trade Alliance has 14 full members now and two associate members 
from the Vosk Region.  Five more cities want to join or are pending members.

The True Southern Trade Alliance has nothing to do with the so called false "Southern 
Trade Alliance" of Turia, Vigo and Sulport, which was a front company of Fina in the past. 
The true STA boycotts the trade with these cities.

19  HOUSE OF YUROKI COMPANIES (HOY)

Reports mady by scribe slave Moon  �

#   GEMSTONE BUSINESS

The  House of Yuroki Companies (HoY) is proud to offer the new product to there line.  
The Yuroki Stones and Gems are proud to offer there latest protect.

#   NEW TAURENTIAN HIRED

The House of Yuroki Companies (HoY) have hired a new Taurtentian

We are pleased to welcome Sir Basa of the red caste to our group. Sir Basa was a former 
scarlet of Callera and Venna, and we are very glad to have him.

#  IVAR'S LANDFALL THING FAIR 



A wonderful "Thing Fair" was held at Ivar's Landfall.

Everything from cooking contest to slave auctions,dance competition, bondmaid walk, 
obstacle courses,  Trades between the jarls and visitors.  A great time was held by 
everyone, and it was a wonderful event to visit, Even we bought some excellent Torvie 
mead, which Iam sure everyone will enjoy, and traded some gemstones.  Thank you to all 
the people involved.  

#   COINS FOR PORT KALANA

The House of Yuroki Companies (HoY) are  proud to be given the contract to make coins 
for Port Kalana. They will be delivered in about one hand.

#   TRADING IN RARN

House of Yuroki Companies (HoY) were trading in Rarn near the Vosk river. Kanda leaves 
and exotic birds were the most popular products.

#   LADY ADRIA RESIGNED AS HOY BANKER IN VICTORIA

"... I need to just be nowhere for a while, so I'm resigning from everything for now. I'm sorry 
to do this as you gave me a lot of fun, but after Hellenos and Ar it's hard to find a place I 
like and feel I fit into. Thanks for all the fun, help and patience you have shown me
Adria.

[OOC: She left Gor for a a break]

#    SEEKING MERCENARIES, AGENTS AND MERCHANTS   

The House of Yuroki Companies (HoY) is looking to recruit Mercenaries. They will be used 
to escort Hoy caravans throughout Gor and protect the banks.

Renumeration is by the  4 Hands ranging from 1 silver to 1 gold depending on the work 
required .
Merchants are also required to further the interests of the house of hoy renumeration is 
negotiable. 
Agents in other cities are also required. 

20  CURRENCY EXCHANGE RATES HOY BANK

The base unit of exchange rates are the coins of the city of Ar.

The gold tarn disk of Ar is considered to be the standard by which other cities, such as Ko-
Ro-Ba and Port Kar. set the value of their own coinage. It is worth, generally, 10 silver 
tarsks, but standardization is slight due to the shaving or splitting of the coin as well as 
faulty scales that contribute to the debasing of the coinage. (pg. 155, Rogue of Gor)



_______________________________________________

##    ADVERTISEMENT

#   LADY JJ'S ART GALLERY IN OLNI

Welcome to my Art gallery. I have many sketches on view of people who you may 
recognize so please feel free to drop in any time you wish to look round. I am  adding new 
ones all the time so keep visiting.  For Olni residents I charge just ten coppers for a sketch 
of a single person. so why not have one done of yourself, your loved one or your slave. Or 
even all three as they make wonderful gifts. My gallery is in the square besides the bank 
building in Olni so please come along.

Lady JJ

#   HOY BANK 

BANKERS / COIN MERCHANTS REQUIRED 

THE CITY OF OLNI 
CITY OF LANDA
PORT KALANA ON THE VOSK RIVER 
PORT VICTORIA

Duties will include 
Normal banking duties
Keeping of records 
Exchange of coins 
checking of coins for quality 
checking for rare coins 
contracts for trade 

Apprentices accepted too.
Applications to the House of HoY (Rarius Yuroki)

The House of Yuroki Bank is a privately owned company. It employs its own bankers, 
merchants and guards, all of the highest quality. The House of Yuroki Bank has branches 
in Port of Victoria, Tarnwald, Venna, Landa and the city of Olni in Saleria. More branches 
are under construction.

Specializing in coin production, it is pleased to offer this service to any cities wishing to 
issue their own coinage. For this it could mint their coins.

It is also interested in opening branches in other cities, working under license from them. It 
would wish to acquire premises in them to operate from, and would prefer to employ native 
citizens in the first instance as their staff.

# THE JEWELL THEATRE

Ask Sas Shi for more informations
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Samandiriel/206/128/29



# GOREAN UNIVERSITY

The Gorean University
(previously Gorean Pleasure Silk University)
Educating Gor since 2008
Dec - Jan Schedule
Schedule of classes and events: http://www.localendar.com/public/GPSUStaff

http://slurl.com/secondlife/Serendipity%20Falls/135/95/25

#     GOREAN LEGAL ACADEMY (GLA)

http://slurl.com/secondlife/Olni/127/8/507

LEGAL COURSES

Magistrate & Advocate Courses
Lady Janette Inglewood

Thank you for your interest.

GLA offers two main legal courses. 
There is no charge and courses are open to both free and slaves.  

1)   GOREAN MAGISTRATE COURSE

- eight, one hour classes and two pieces of written work. We cover issues such as the 
laws, sentencing, IC/OOC, court procedures, jurisdiction and day to day tasks.  It is a 
friendly discursive style class.

- graduation certificates for both your profile and for display (examples)
- graduates receive a Magistrate's Wand of Office

- course begins December 10th, for 8 weeks
classes each Monday at:
1pm OR 5pm  SLT

2)   GOREAN ADVOCATE COURSE

- eight,  one hour classes. 
It is based around RP trials.  We focus on the law, courtroom procedure and tactics as we 
role-play a series of case studies.
Two further cases are covered as written work.

- graduation certificates for both your profile and for display  (examples)

- graduates receive a Law School Advocates Ring



- course begins December 11th for 8 weeks
classes each Tuesday at:
1pm OR 5pm  SLT

- To enrol in the Magistrate and/or Advocate course, please contact me, Janette Inglewood 
or my girl Krista (krista1k)

- info regarding GLA self study basic scribe course

we recommend the Library on Gorean Campus for your research and studies

Janette Inglewood
Olni High Magistrate 
Head of School, Gorean Legal Academy

_______________________________________________

##  ROLEPLAY

22  THE BIRTH OF HESIUS (PART I)

As told by Rina the Storyteller (Katharina Kirkorian)

Now, everyone knows that Hesius was ordered by the Priest- Kings to perform twelve 
tasks and promised a reward more precious than gold or silver, for completing them.  
When he finished these seemingly impossible tasks, the reward he was given was the first 
home stone. He disdained the stone until he took it back to his village. His home was torn 
with strife and he presented the stone to the entire village and told how the priest kings 
proclaimed it as more precious than gold.  All bowed before it and pledged their loyalty to 
the stone, and thus was born the first home stone and the great city of Ar. But have you 
good people ever heard the story of why his village was torn with strife and why he sought 
a prize more precious than gold?

Once, many years ago; when cities were villages and villages did not have walls to protect 
them; there was a village, no different from any other. Within that village was a respected 
warrior with two daughters and no sons. The daughters were both fair of hair and beautiful 
of face, their names were Celise and Selene. They were identical in nearly every way but 
while Celise was dutiful and obedient Selene was cruel and manipulative. 

The day came for their father to choose their first companions.  Being a wise man he had 
learned over the years of Selene’s cruel heart.  So he chose a warrior for Celise and a 
strong blacksmith for Selene who he thought stood a better chance of keeping his willful 
daughter in line. Selene railed at her father, bitter with the unfairness of being given to a 
lower caste man. When he would not change his mind her heart withered and she grew 
envious of her sister. 

Despite his low cast status the blacksmith was kind but firm with her, keeping her cruel 
nature in check and within the first month of her companionship she came to find that she 
was with child.  Selene's bitterness eased as she was certain that child she would bear 
would be male, and her father’s first grandson, restoring his pride in her. At that same time 



the village seer decreed that the second month after the vernal equinox would be born a 
babe that would lead the city to greatness and prosperity. Selene counted the time that 
she was due and found that her babe would be born in the foretold month! Her heart 
trembled with excitement and she rushed with her companion to her father’s house to give 
him the news only to find her sister already there announcing her own pregnancy!  She 
shrieked, the sound so high and piercing not even a herlit’s call could come close to it!  
She flew at her sister in a rage striking at her with her fists and it was only her companion’s 
strength that could pull her away.  Her father banished them from his home!

The months passed and both sisters grew heavy with child until the prophesied day 
arrived. On the twentieth ahn of the first day of the second turning both sisters went into 
labor at the very same moment. The healers were sent for and they say the sister’s 
screams of pain were identical in the night. They delivered healthy boys in the very same 
ehn. The boys were both strong and hearty; Celise’s son as bright as the day and Selene’s 
son dark like the night. The boys were named Hesius and Iphicles  

Despite both being born at the foretold hour the other people of the village assumed that 
the warrior’s son would be the child of the prophesy, not the child of a blacksmith so they 
treated the children accordingly. Selene had not though her heart could grow any blacker 
but at this treatment of her precious child it did! One night while her sister’s house slept 
Selene crept into their home and deposited two venomous orange ost in her sister’s home 
knowing that the bassinet lay close to the ground and the ost would smell the child, fat with 
her sister’s milk and consume him!

The two ost slithered across the floor like the sneakiest assassin, nearly silent against the 
wooden floorboards except for the occasional light scratching of their bright orange scales. 
The babe Heisus made a sudden noise in the night. Celise awoke with a start, her head 
beating with sudden fear and dashed to her son’s cradle her mother’s instinct telling her 
something was wrong! There she discovered her son, only three months old sitting up in 
his bed with a dead ost in each hand! When they climbed into his cradle he had been 
awake and reached out with his baby hands and strangled them! Celise let out a cry of 
fear, waking her companion who marveled over the strength of his son and soon the whole 
village knew of his amazing feat, much to Selene’s dismay!

To hear the end of this tale look about in the world for Rina the Storyteller.

23  NOVEL EMOTERS OF GOR, pages 3-4 

[06:00 PM]  XXXX: its so typical  GE they all do Yuro. Thye all paraplay some 20 miles 
posts in the crowd. Nobody read what the other writed and nobody pay attention to the RP 
but to his own post. The result is total mess and no connection between the people
[06:00 PM]  Yuroki Uriza: but GE people do not emote novels
[06:01 PM]  XXXX:: this is very typical for GE to paraplay and demonstrate  how great are 
they ... but they forgot the most important . To follow the other and to create a story line :)
[06:01 PM]  XXXX:: but all GE when come in BTB do this
[06:03 PM]  XXXX: here in XXXX nobody listen .. if you go where are more than 5 ppl you 
are imediately balasted by nonsence long novels which dont tell absolutely nothing
[06:04 PM]  XXXX: I dig today from the pavement one pave and started to  build from the 
paves  wall around me :) post it in the middle of the crowd
[06:04 PM]  XXXX: and guess what :)
[06:04 PM]  XXXX: nobody noticed looooooool



[06:04 PM]  XXXX: mean nobody read the fucking chat .. they  are busy to post their own 
novels
_______________________________________________

##  KNOWLEDGE

24  GEMSTONES ON GOR

COMMON OPAL

One of two types of Opals found on Gor, milky color.

FLAME OPAL

A reddish and blue in colored and more valuable than the common opal because of thier 
rarity.

EMERALD
A dark green gem, presumably worth little upon, Gor.

I saw the scabbard was set with six stones, Emeralds.
Perhaps not of great value, but worth taking.
(Outlaw of Gor pg.176) 

PEARLS
These pearls found in the vosk sorp seems to be invaluable, as it is called false stone. 
They are probably false stones, "I said amber droplets, the pearls of the Vosk sorp,the 
polished shell of the Tamber clam, glass colored and cut in Ar for trade with the ignorant 
southern people."
(Nomads of Gor, pg. 20)

RUBY
It is assumed this stone is similiar or the same as the Earth Ruby.  Though to be valuable,  
I trust out the silver paga goblet, studded with rubies, and Telima,standing beside my 
throne like chair, filled
(Raiders of Gor pg. 22)

SAPPHIRE
  One of her most famous and precious, exports are the small carved sappires of Schendi. 
These are generally a very deep blue, but some purple and others, interestingly,white or 
yellow.  They are usually carved in the shape of tiny panthers,but sometimes other animals 
are found as well, usually small animals or birds. Sometimes however the stone is carved 
to resemble a tiny kailiauk or kailiauk head.
(Explorers of Gor pg. 115)     �
 
SEREEM DIAMOND
A very valuable stone, sereem diamonds are red with white flecks.

Before Suleiman, now, there lay five stones, three sereem diamonds, red, sparkling, white 
flecked, and two opals, one a common sort, milky in color, and the other an unusual flame 
opal, reddish and blue. Opals are not particularly valuable on Earth, but they are much 



rarer on Gor; these were excellent specimens, cut and polished into luminscent ovoids; 
still, of course, they did not have the value of the diamonds.
(Tribesman of Gor, pg. 92)

25   PRICES OF GEMSTONES

EMERALD

Green gem, six of which are worth perhaps fifty silver tarsks.

I saw the scabbard was set with six stones. Emeralds. Perhaps not of great value, but 
worth taking.
Outlaw of Gor, page 176

OPAL, COMMON

One of two types of opals found on Gor, milky in color. The opal is worth much more on 
Gor than on Earth.

Before Suleiman, now, there lay five stones, three sereem diamonds, red, sparkling, white 
flecked, and two opals, one a common sort, milky in color, and the other an unusual flame 
opal, reddish and blue. Opals are not particularly valuable on Earth, but they are much 
rarer on Gor; these were excellent specimens, cut and polished into luminscent ovoids; 
still, of course, they did not have the value of the diamonds.
Tribesman of Gor, page 92

OPAL, FLAME

A much more unusual opal than the common milky sort, it is reddish and blue in coloring 
and more valuable than the same stone if sold on Earth.

Before Suleiman, now, there lay five stones, three sereem diamonds, red, sparkling, white 
flecked, and two opals, one a common sort, milky in color, and the other an unusual flame 
opal, reddish and blue. Opals are not particularly valuable on Earth, but they are much 
rarer on Gor; these were excellent specimens, cut and polished into luminscent ovoids; 
still, of course, they did not have the value of the diamonds.
Tribesman of Gor, page 92

PEARL OF THE VOSK

The pearl of the vosk sorp seems to be worth almost nothing, being spoken of as a false 
stone.

"They are probably false stones," I said, "amber droplets, the pearls of the Vosk sorp, the 
polished shell of the Tamber clam, glass colored and cut in Ar for trade with ignorant 
southern peoples."
Nomads of Gor, page 20

RUBY

Presumably the same as the earth stone, its cost is not mentioned but assumably it would 



be a precious stone.

I thrust out the silver paga goblet, studded with rubies, and Telima, standing beside my 
thronelike chair, filled it.
Raiders of Gor, page 223

SAPPHIRE

A presumably valuable stone, neither its color nor cost is mentioned. 

"You will note," he said, "that you wear a common slave leash and collar. There is nothing 
unusual or valuable about them. The collar, for example, is neither set with sapphires nor 
is it trimmed with gold. The leash, similarly, is of plain but sturdy material. Both devices are 
quite ordinary, but, of course, quite efficient."
Kajira of Gor, page 337

SEREEM DIAMOND

A very valuable stone, sereem diamonds are red with white flecks.

Before Suleiman, now, there lay five stones, three sereem diamonds, red, sparkling, white 
flecked, and two opals, one a common sort, milky in color, and the other an unusual flame 
opal, reddish and blue. Opals are not particularly valuable on Earth, but they are much 
rarer on Gor; these were excellent specimens, cut and polished into luminscent ovoids; 
still, of course, they did not have the value of the diamonds.
Tribesman of Gor, page 92

26   GOREAN CAMPUS

http://slurl.com/secondlife/Serena%20Pointe%20Noire/8/126/22
_______________________________________________

##   ONLINISMS OF THE WEEK

27   LIL ONES OF GOR

The slave lay on the tiles crying from the masters harsh words. Several other free in the 
room looked disapprovingly at the man who had dared to yell at the girl. "What do you 
think you are doing"? they asked him. "What makes you think that you can yell at a slave? 
They are to be treated with respect and shown dignity. Come here lil one. It's all better. No 
one will order you around now". 
(Coddlers of Gor, Page 312)

 The lil ones stood around me as I prepared for my long trip to the fabled land of Ar. The 
first one spoke, "Follow the dirty brick road". I could see the brick road as it spiraled off into 
the sunset. The next one spoke, "Follow the dirty brick road", she said. I nodded and 
started off on my journey taking care not to step on their tiny feet. Three of them then 
stopped before me and sang, "We represent the lil one guild, the lil one guild, the lil one 
guild". )Lil ones of Gor, Page 212)  

The Master smiled down at the girl and commanded her, "To my lap, lil one". However, he 
had not taken her r/l existence into account. The girl hoisted herself up and hopped onto 



his lap as the chair cracked and crashed. The master and the 300lb lil one collapsed to the 
floor causing him a permanent injury.  
(Lil Ones of Gor, Page 82) 
__________________________

##     ABOUT THE NEW VOICE OF GOR

The Landa Times is to become the NEW VOICE OF GOR.

The reasons for this are the former VOICE OF GOR Is one of the oldest publications of 
second life Gor. Many Goreans have come to know it and its editor Verona Lorgsval.

Verona does not longer publish the Voice of Gor which was based in the city of Olni. Her 
mission statement  for the paper was:

"The Voice of Gor is a cross sim Gorean wide newspaper.  It is designed to promote and 
increase Cross Sim Role play and communication. The Voice of Gor strives to ensure that 
all parties are contacted ahead of time; however, occasionally a city will object to what was 
written. Any city is free to write a rebuttal or send in their own news."  

THE NEW VOICE OF GOR is available:

for members of the group Cartographers and Explorers of Gor (about 1766 members)
for members of the group BTB Goreans (about 677 members)
for members of the group Alliance of Valkyrie Panthers (about 1451 members)
for members of the group Gorean Information and Notices (about 126 members)

in the Gor Hub (near the map there)  
http://slurl.com/secondlife/0%200%20Acajou/191/148/3009

in the City Port of Olni (gate house)  http://slurl.com/secondlife/Olni/127/8/507

In Forest Port (docks)  http://slurl.com/secondlife/Forest%20Port/186/230/3251

in Tharna (skybox)   http://slurl.com/secondlife/Tharna/40/108/4044

in Tarnwald (docks) http://slurl.com/secondlife/City%20of%20Tarnwald/251/133/1013

in the Oasis of Nine Wells (near the gate) http://slurl.com/secondlife/Nine%20Wells
%20East/19/188/63

in the Gorean campus (besides the gallery)  http://slurl.com/secondlife/Serena%20Pointe
%20Noire/8/126/22

in Port of Victoria on Vosk (docks) http://slurl.com/secondlife/Gor/176/4/23  

If you want to have a dispenser of the  NEW VOICE OF GOR (6 prims, not transfer) on 
your sim, please contact Yuroki Uriza

The NEW VOICE OF GOR  http://www.gorean-forums.com/


